A systematic review on sleep alterations anticipating the onset of bipolar disorder


Aims: Sleep alterations are frequent occurrence in Bipolar Disorder (BD), both in acute and interepisodic phases. Sleep alterations have been also described both long before BD onset, as aspecific risk syndromes, or as immediate prodromes of BD onset. The aim of the present study is to systematically review the relationship between sleep alterations anticipating for the full-blown onset of BD, both in general and according to specific polarities of onset.

Methods: A systematic review was carried out using PRISMA criteria and considering both systematic and narrative reviews. Risk of bias was assessed using the CRITICOS tool.

Results: A total of 16 studies were included in this review. Sleep disturbances may frequently appear 1 year before the onset of BD or more, often during childhood or adolescence. A decreased need for sleep may precede the onset of the illness, specially a manic episode, while insomnia appears to anticipate either a manic or a depressive episode. Hypersomnia seems to precede bipolar depressive episodes.

Conclusions: Sleep alterations frequently appear long before the onset of BD, and appear to be related specifically to the polarity of the index episode. The detection and treatment of sleep alterations in the high risk populations may help achieving an earlier detection of the illness.

© 2019 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Chronic and recurrent conditions such as bipolar disorder (BD) show improved short- and long-term outcome when early detection and treatment is provided [1–3]. The identification of risk factors or prodromal symptoms may help defining at-risk stages before full-blown syndromic presentations with major clinical and treatment implications and, ideally allowing for early stage-specific, rather than disorder-specific, treatments [4,5].

Sleep abnormalities have been proposed as susceptibility markers in individuals at high risk of developing BD [6,7]. They are included as diagnostic criteria and almost invariably present during acute episodes [8]. Sleep abnormalities are frequently present as immediate or quasi-immediate prodromes of BD acute episodes [9–13].

Circadian abnormalities and sleep symptoms represent a cardinal feature during acute manic and depressive episodes, potentially serving as trait biomarkers of BD [8]. BD patients suffer from enduring biological rhythm abnormalities, even during remission phases [10,14]. Correlations between several sleep and circadian phenotypes, and the development of BD were demonstrated, providing clues to new approaches for both preventing and treating BD [10,15].
Sleep alterations, might also precede the onset of BD by presenting as risk syndromes, detectable before the full-blown mood disorder, or as prodromes immediately preceding the first acute mood episode. Both as risk factors or immediate prodromes, detectable sleep alterations before first- or following affective episodes sahre implications for clinical research and practice [16], but also for early diagnosing [17]. Moreover, the possibility of objective measures of sleep alterations outlines their potential role as biomarkers, helping to redefine BD beyond a classical clinical definition [18,19].

In recent years, a systematic review focused on a possible link between the onset of sleep problems and the subsequent development of BD [20], but its results were somewhat hampered by a relative scarcity of studies reporting prospective results.

Considering the growing evidence on this topic in later years, our aim was to perform and updated systematic review on the evidence on the possible role of sleep alterations anticipating the onset of BD. Secondly, the aim of this review is to investigate the possible relationship between specific sleep alterations according to the polarity of the BD acute affective onset.

2. Methods

The present review has been conducted according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement [21]. Studies focused on sleep alterations preceding BD relapses/recurrences and studies including individuals at high risk for BD not meeting a standardized diagnosis were not considered in the present review.

2.1. Literature Review

A systematic search was performed using MEDLINE/PubMed/ Index Medicus and the Cochrane Library, considering a time period ending on January 1st, 2018 A cross-check between references obtained was done. A further search in the site www.clinicaltrials.gov controlled for literature results and screened for eventually started, ongoing, or concluded but unpublished studies.

Studies included were: 1. Prospective studies on offspring of BD patients, later diagnosed with BD; 2. Prospective studies on patients with sleep problems developing BD; Retrospective studies on sleep problems in BD patients.

The full search strategy for the 3 types of studies included is presented in the S2.1 file.

2.2. Eligibility criteria

Studies should report details on design, sample description, inclusion/exclusion criteria, defined aims, clear methodological procedures, clear outcome definitions or information about the diagnostic tools used for the assessments, and considering BD individuals diagnosed with DSM-IV-TR/DSM-IV/DSM-III [22-24] or ICD-10/ICD-9/ICD-8 [25-27].

2.2.1. Inclusion criteria

Original peer-reviewed articles published in English language.

2.2.2. Specific inclusion criteria for the 3 types of studies included in the present review

Prospective studies on offspring of BD patients:

1. Cohort studies on high-risk individuals (i.e. offspring or unaffected first-degree relatives of individuals with BD, and had assessed sleep alterations with/without circadian alterations at baseline, and conversion to full-blown BD at follow-up.

Prospective studies on patients with sleep problems developing BD:

2. Cohort studies on individuals with sleep alterations with/without circadian alterations and psychopathology assessment at baseline, and the development of full-blown BD at follow-up.

Retrospective studies on BD patients:

3. Cohort studies on individuals with a diagnosis of BD or a first episode of psychosis later diagnosed with BD, studying sleep alterations with/without circadian alterations at baseline (working definitions for this condition vary, but studies in which a specific definition was included were considered for inclusion). Study sample size of at least 30 individuals. These studies should then report specific data on conversion to full-blown BD at follow-up.

Sleep alterations could be assessed via either questionnaire or through actigraphy or polysomnography or other specific sleep-related exams.

Results on sleep alterations in BD patients with depressive or psychotic onset were considered for inclusion when a further, subsequent conversion to a BD diagnosis was established with standard assessments.

2.2.3. Exclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria were: 1. animal studies; 2. Studies including general or psychiatric populations not specifying the number of BD individuals; 3. Studies not specifying a standardized BD diagnosis (criteria DSM or ICD) at baseline and/or follow-up; 4. Studies with no specific sleep assessment; 5. Reviews or meta-analyses or studies with N<10. 6. Studies focused on sleep alterations preceding BD relapses/recurrences. 7. Studies including individuals at high risk for BD who did not meet a standardized diagnosis.

2.3. Data collection process and items

Data were classified into three groups: 1. data of interest, 2. duplicated data, and 3. data of no interest, according to the previously described criteria. Studies concerning molecular and genetic aspects, as well as those assessing or comparing efficacy of medications, were not included.

After first exclusion, full studies were retrieved and examined. References were also reviewed to identify further possible studies of interest.

2.3.1. Data extraction

The titles and/or abstracts of studies were screened independently (CP and NV) to identify studies that potentially met the inclusion criteria outlined above. After elimination of duplicated sources, the full texts of these potentially eligible studies were retrieved and independently assessed for eligibility by CP and NV. Any disagreement over the eligibility of particular studies was resolved through consensus or, when agreement was not achieved, through discussion with AM. A standardized, excel form was used to extract data from the included studies for the assessment of study quality and for evidence synthesis. Where possible, time between first sleep symptoms and onset of BD was extracted and presented along with other results.

2.3.2. Methodological quality assessment

Two independent authors (CP and NV) evaluated the risk of bias for each domain described in the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) which was developed to assess the quality of non-randomized case-control and cohort studies with its design, content and ease of use.
use directed to the task of incorporating the quality assessments in the interpretation of meta-analytic results [28]. For cross-sectional studies, a previously adapted version of the NOS was used [29]. Discrepancies between the two raters were solved by consensus among three researchers (CP, NV, AM).

3. Results

3.1. Systematic search results

The whole search returned 17,886 papers. After duplicate removal, 14,572 papers were excluded on the basis of title or abstract because of no direct interest. The remaining 285 studies were examined and assessed for inclusion, of them 268 were excluded for different reasons (Shared causes: Studies without specific assessment points on sleep: 50; Studies without psychopathological items at baseline or specified diagnosis of BD: 70; Studies do not grant access data: 2; Studies with sample already included: 5. Specific causes (prospective and retrospective studies): No prospective studies, respectively: 99; No retrospective studies: 42). Finally, 17 studies were included in the present review (Fig. 1).

3.2. Contents results

3.2.1. BD offspring prospective studies

A total of 4 studies were included in this part of the review (Table 1).

The CARE (Children and Adolescent Research Evaluation) study is a prospective follow-up cohort on healthy Amish started in 1994, and aimed at detecting possible prodromal features for BD [30]. After 16 years of follow-up, 9 children met full criteria for BD type I, 8 originally from the BD parent sample, 1 from the control sample. At the last follow-up 50% of children later diagnosed with BD presented decreased sleep as an antecedent.

A Canadian prospective study began in 1998 with the aim to describe the possible onset of psychiatric disorders in siblings of BD parents [31]. BD diagnosis was met by 31 subjects, all from the high-risk offspring. The high-risk offspring had a higher lifetime risk of sleep disorders (HR = 28.21, P = 0.02), compared with control offspring. Anxiety/sleep disorders started about 6 years before the onset of first major mood episode (p = 0.008).

In the Pittsburgh Bipolar Offspring study (BIOS) [32], BD parents and healthy comparison parents were recruited. All offspring of 6–18 years of age were included. Offspring of BD parents (“at-risk”). A sample of 612 (335 BD and 277 non-BD) offspring were assessed until age 18. At the final 8th-year endpoint, 25/227 high-risk offspring developed BD. Three latent sleep groups were characterized (good sleepers, poor sleepers and variable sleepers) based on the likelihood of sleep. After controlling for confounding factors, the poor sleep group had a 4-fold odds of developing BD than those in the good sleep group (OR = 4.25), though results remained marginally non-significant. High “weekend-to-weekdays variability” sleep patterns (variable group) had low likelihood of developing BD. Sleep symptoms presented about 3 years before BD onset.

The Dutch Bipolar Offspring Study [33] aimed to identify early signs of mood disorders, specifically BD in adolescent BD offspring. At baseline, 27% of the offspring had a history of any mood disorder and 73% had no mood diagnosis (“No MD”). After 12 years, 10/29 (34%) from the ‘Any MD’ group converted to BD with an (hypo)manic onset. In this group, decreased need of sleep (50% vs 5%, p = 0.011) and middle insomnia (40% vs 5%, p = 0.036) were significantly associated with BD conversion. The median time to (hypo)mania onset after the baseline assessment was 2.7 years.

![Fig. 1. PRISMA flowchart of studies selection for the systematic review.](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.02.003) Published online by Cambridge University Press
### Table 1
Prospective studies of offspring with parents with Bipolar Disorder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design details</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Parents diagnosis / scales</th>
<th>Offspring diagnosis / scales</th>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>Follow-up (years)</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sleep problems</th>
<th>1st episode</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Preceding BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egeland 2012</td>
<td>CARE /Amish</td>
<td>BD-I / CARE interview</td>
<td>BD-I / CARE interview</td>
<td>CARE interview</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>&lt;14</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duffy 2014</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>BD-I BD-II / SADS-L</td>
<td>BD-I, BD-II, SZA / KSADS-PL, SADS-L</td>
<td>Items from KSADS-PL, SADS-L</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16.3 ± 5.3 (median) 9.8</td>
<td>&gt;20.8 D onset</td>
<td>&gt;15.5 M/ (h)M onset</td>
<td>83.9% D 16.1% M</td>
<td>-Sleep disorders - Poor sleepers: moderate (0.40) to high (&gt; 0.70) incidence of sleep deficiencies in nearly all of the sleep domains</td>
<td>3 y *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levenson 2017</td>
<td>BIOS / USA</td>
<td>BD-I BD-II / SCID</td>
<td>BD Spectrum / SCID, KSADS-PL</td>
<td>SSSH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.8 ± 2.2 14.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>17.2 ± 3</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Decreased need of sleep - Middle insomnia</td>
<td>2.7 y **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesman 2017</td>
<td>Dutch Bipolar Offspring Study / Germany</td>
<td>BD-I BD-II / SCID</td>
<td>BD Spectrum / SCID, KSADS-PL</td>
<td>Items from K-SADS-PL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 (12-21) 16 (12-21)</td>
<td>18.7 (h) M onset 20.9 D onset</td>
<td>34% (h) M 2.6% D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** HR = High-risk offspring; (h)M = Hypomania; CT = Cyclothymia; D = Depression; M = Mania; BD = bipolar disorder; BD-I = bipolar I disorder; BD-II = bipolar II disorder; SZA = bipolar disorder not otherwise specified; * = Data specified but not calculated in the original study; ** = Data specified and calculated in the original study; NS = Not specified; CARE = Children and Adolescent Research Evaluation; BIOS = Pittsburgh Bipolar Offspring Study; SSSH = School Sleep Habits Survey; SADS-L = Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia–Lifetime version; K-SADS-PL = Kiddie Schedule of Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia–Present and Lifetime version; SCID = Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV.

### Table 2
Prospective studies with patients with sleep disorders/symptoms who develop Bipolar Disorder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design details</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Follow-up diagnosis / scales</th>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>Follow-up (years)</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sleep problems</th>
<th>1st episode</th>
<th>Type / results</th>
<th>Preceding BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chung 2015</td>
<td>NHI /Taiwan</td>
<td>BD / ICD-10</td>
<td>ICD-9-CM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>&gt;18</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Insomnia / HR = 14.69</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritter 2015</td>
<td>EDSP / Germany</td>
<td>BD / DSM-IIV, M-CID/DSAX</td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.3 ± 3.6 17.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>Trouble falling asleep / OR = 1.51</td>
<td>Early morning awakening / OR = 1.38</td>
<td>1.9 y **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** BD = bipolar disorder; HR = Hazard Ratio; OR = Odds Ratio; NS = Not specified; ** = Data specified and calculated in the original study; y = years; EDSP = Early Developmental Stages of Psychopathology Study; NHI = The National Health Insurance; ICD = International Statistical Classification of Diseases; SCL-90 = Symptom Checklist-90-Revised; DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV.

3.2.2. Prospective studies on sleep disorders patients

A total of 2 studies were included in this part of the review (Table 2).

The risk of psychiatric disorders over a 6 years follow-up period was evaluated in a large cohort study including adult subjects [34]. Patients with insomnia treated with hypnotic drugs had a higher risk of developing psychiatric disorders, especially BD, compared to those with insomnia not on hypnotics and people without insomnia too (HR: 7.60; 95% CI: 5.31–10.89 and HR: 14.69; 95% CI: 11.11–19.43).

The first study to assess longitudinally a possible association between disturbed sleep in healthy individuals and the subsequent onset of BD was conducted on a large cohort [35]. Among the 1943 patients included, 41 (1.8%) developed BD at follow-up (mean age at onset 17.2 ± 4.8 years). Disturbed sleep in participants without a major mental disorder at T0 conferred an increased risk for BD onset (OR: 1.75; 95% CI: 1.25–2.45; p = 0.001), even when adjusted for age, sex, parent mood disorder and lifetime cannabis or alcohol dependence. Even among participants without a positive family history of mood disorders (N = 1430) insomnia was significantly associated with BD (OR = 1.80; p = 0.003). When evaluating each sleep symptom, “trouble falling asleep” (OR = 1.51; p = 0.006) and “early morning awakening” (OR = 1.38; p = 0.048) showed significant odds of predicting BD. Survival analyses indicated that an increased risk over the 10 years follow-up with and a mean duration between T0 assessment and conversion to BD of 1.9 years.

3.2.3. Retrospective studies on BD patients

A total of 11 studies were included in this part of the review (Table 3).
Table 4
Retrospective studies considering a history of sleep disorders/symptoms in BD patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Design details</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Study arms</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Sleep</th>
<th>1st episode</th>
<th>BD diagnosis</th>
<th>Type of 1st episode</th>
<th>Sleep Prodromes</th>
<th>Preceding BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egeland 2000</td>
<td>CARE /Amish</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>- BD-I</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>RDC (DSM-III)</td>
<td>Medical records and psychiatric interviews</td>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>After puberty</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>- sleep / 24%</td>
<td>9-12 y **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faedda 2004</td>
<td>Private clinic / USA</td>
<td>82, pediatric</td>
<td>- BD</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Modified DSM-IV criteria</td>
<td>Medical records and psychiatric interviews</td>
<td>&lt; 13 in 95%</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>9.6 ± 3.6</td>
<td>52.4% M, 17.1% D, 30.5% mixed.</td>
<td>-Insomnia and parasomnia / 45.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correll 2007</td>
<td>Child psychiatric center / USA</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>- psychotic BD (34) - non psychotic BD (18)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>BPSS-R</td>
<td>13.4 ± 3.3</td>
<td>13.4 ± 3.3</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rucklidge 2008</td>
<td>Clinical sample / New Zealand</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>- BD (25) - ADHD (29) - controls (28)</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>DSM-IV-TR</td>
<td>Symptom Check List</td>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-Difficulty getting asleep / 60% - need for sleep / 32% -Frequency awakens at night / 44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luckenbaugh 2009</td>
<td>Child and adolescent center / USA</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>- BD (27) - ADHD (22) - controls (26)</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td>Parent interview</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>7.2 ± 4.1</td>
<td>7.2 ± 4.1</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-Disrupted sleep / 83.3% -sleep or need for sleep / 61.3% -Insomnia / 33.3% -Nightmares with violent content / 33.3% -Sleep walking / 33.3% -need of sleep / 33.3% -sleep requirement -Insomnia -Hypersomnia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conus 2010</td>
<td>First Episode /Australia</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>- BD (15) - SZA (7) - BD-II</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td>IMPQ</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>23 ± 2.9</td>
<td>23 ± 2.9</td>
<td>100% psychotic M NS</td>
<td>-Insomnia / 33.3% - need of sleep / 33.3% -sleep requirement -Insomnia -Hypersomnia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skjelstad 2011</td>
<td>Outpatients / Norway</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>- BD-I - BD-II</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td>Clinical Interview</td>
<td>4.2 ± 3.3</td>
<td>15.9 ± 3.6</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>-Insomnia -Hypersomnia</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1.9 m to 1st M ep. ** 4.3 ± 6.6 m to 1st D ep. ** 16.5 y to 1st PE **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeschel 2013</td>
<td>Inpatients / Germany</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>- BD-I (27) - BD-II (15)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>ICD-10</td>
<td>BPSS-R</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>30.5 ± 9.5</td>
<td>30.5 ± 9.5</td>
<td>21% M, 786% D</td>
<td>-Insomnia -Hypersomnia -sleep need -Delayed sleep phase -Irregular sleep patterns -Insomnia -need for sleep -Inversion of the sleep/wakefulness pattern -Hypersomnia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore 2014</td>
<td>The McLean-Harvard International First-Episode Psychosis Project / USA</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>- psychotic BD-I</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>DSM-IV-TR</td>
<td>SCID-P, medical records, interviews with family and clinicians</td>
<td>18.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>-30.8 ± 12.8 1st PE -22.3 ± 10.7 1st NPE</td>
<td>During follow-up -23.5% 1st PE -76.3% 1st NPE</td>
<td>Sleep disturbances / 1.3%</td>
<td>-Insomnia -Hypersomnia -sleep need -Delayed sleep phase -Irregular sleep patterns -Insomnia -need for sleep -Inversion of the sleep/wakefulness pattern -Hypersomnia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noto 2015</td>
<td>Outpatients / Brazil</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>- BD-I (32) - BD-II (11)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td>BPSS-R</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>25.3 ± 8.1</td>
<td>25.3 ± 8.1</td>
<td>51.1% D, 32.5% M, 4.6% (h)M, 11.5% mixed</td>
<td>-Insomnia -Hypersomnia -sleep need -Delayed sleep phase -Irregular sleep patterns -Insomnia -need for sleep -Inversion of the sleep/wakefulness pattern -Hypersomnia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (h)M = Hypomania; D = Depression; M = Mania; SZA = Schizoaffective disorder; BD = bipolar disorder; BD-I = bipolar I disorder; BD-II = bipolar II disorder; PE = psychotic episode; NPE = non psychotic episode; ADHD = Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder; y = years; m = months; w = weeks; * = Data specified but not calculated in the original study; ** = Data specified and calculated in the original study; RDC = Research Diagnostic Criteria; ICD = International Statistical Classification of Diseases; DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV; MINI = Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview; NIMH = The National Institute of Mental Health Retrospective Life-Charting Methodology; K-SADS = Kiddie Schedule of Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; BPSS-R = Bipolar Prodrome Symptom Scale- Retrospective; WASH-U-KSADS = Washington University in St Louis Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; CARE = Children and Adolescent Research Evaluation; IMPQ = Initial Mania Prodrome Questionnaire.
In the aforementioned Amish study, psychopathological features of parent patients prior to BD diagnosis were asked to recall prodromal symptoms [36]. Sleep problems appeared as the fourth most common symptoms reported between age 13 and 15 (23%), detectable during childhood at least 9–12 years prior to BD onset.

Another study evaluated 82 pediatric BD patients [37]. About 7 years of delay were found until BD diagnosis/treatment (symptomatic onset occurred before age 3 in 74% of cases, and before age 13 in 95%).

Potential temporal and symptomatic differences between the prodrome to psychotic vs. nonpsychotic manic onsets were assessed in a study including a sample of 52 BD children and adolescents [38]. Non significant differences in prevalence in psychotic mania vs. non psychotic mania for: “decreased need for sleep” (respectively 41.2% vs. 33.3%, p = 0.58) and “insomnia” (41.2% vs. 27.8%, p = 0.34). Both groups presented a prevalent “insidious” pattern of onset of prodromal symptoms (1.7 ± 1.8 years before psychotic mania, 1.9 ± 1.5 years before nonpsychotic mania, 2.3 ± 2.1 years before diagnosis).

A comparison between Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD, n = 29), BD (n = 25) and healthy controls (n = 28) aimed at investigating possible prodromal symptoms to these conditions in adolescents [39]. Among BD patients, 60% had difficulties getting to sleep and 32% presented a decreased need for sleep in adolescence compared respectively to 65.5% and 24.1% (ADHD group) and 28.6% and 3.6% (control group) with no statistical significance. “Frequent awakenings at night” was present in 44% of BD patients and 71% of the control group (p = 0.01).

The course of individual symptoms over the first 10 years of life in juvenile-onset BD and ADHD, alone or comorbid, was compared with healthy controls [40]. “Decreased sleep” was present in 44% of the BD, 9% of the ADHD, 8% of controls, and significantly higher in BD vs. ADHD (p = 0.0005) and vs. controls (p = nr).

Another study examined symptoms and prodromes 1 year before a psychotic manic onset [41]. Clinical symptoms were common in 11/22 (50%) participants. Among them, “disrupted sleep” was present in 83.3% of the sample, “reduced sleep or need for sleep” in 61.1%. The mean duration of sleep symptoms was 20.9 ± 16.4 weeks.

In a Norwegian study, prodromal symptoms and behaviours of 15 BD type II patients were explored [42]. Prodromal symptoms were divided into 3 groups according to whether life events at the time of the symptom elicited an appropriate or exaggerated reaction: group A, with symptoms linked to normal responses to environment stimuli, group B, with symptoms characterized as “exaggerated” in relation to environment stimuli, group C, with symptoms characterized as inexplicable or unrelated to the context or to environment stimuli. Symptoms of B and C criteria. Overall, 5/15 patients experienced sleep disturbances. No patients with sleep disturbances met the B or C criteria. Sleep symptoms started about 11 years before BD.

The course of pre-(hypomanic and pre-depressed) prodromal symptoms was assessed in a study on 44 BD type I or II patients [43]. “Reduced sleep requirement” was present 1.3 ± 1.9 months prior to illness onset in 71.4% of the pre-(hyper)manic patients and none of the pre-depressed. “Insomnia” was present 1.4 ± 2.0 months before in 54.8% of the pre-(hyper)manic patients and in 66.7% of the pre-depressed (3.9 ± 6.9 months). “Hypersomnia” was present 1.0 ± 1.1 months prior in 71% of the pre-(hyper)manic manic patients and 6.0 ± 7.9 months before in 33.3% of the pre-depressed.

One of the studies proceeding from the McLean-Harvard First Episode Project investigated possible differences in pre-onset symptoms between purely psychotic (23.5%), and manic psychotic (18.1%) and depressive psychotic (58.4%) onset (76.5%) patients in 263 BD–I patients with at least one lifetime psychotic episode, [44]. “Sleep disturbances” were present in 1.3% of the psychotic manic-onset group and absent in the others (p = ns) Age at first sleep problem was 18.0 ± 0.0 years, about 16.5 years before the onset of the first psychotic episode.

A recent study aimed to retrospectively examine the prevalence, coexistence and persistence of sleep disturbances across the course of BD [45]. Sleep disturbances (i.e. insomnia, hypersomnia, reduced need for sleep, delayed sleep phase and irregular sleep patterns) preceded the onset of illness of about 3 years (age at onset of sleep disturbance: 18.3 ± 9.7). The prodromes of BD (hypomanic vs. depressive onset were studied on a sample of 43 stable BD type I (74.4%) and II (25.6%) outpatients [46]. Prior to (hyper)manic onset, “insomnia” was present in 48.8%, “decreased need of sleep” in 25.6%, the “inversion of the sleep/wakefulness pattern” in 14% and hypersomnia in 7%. Prior to depressive onset, “insomnia” and “hypersomnia” were both present in 14% of BD subjects, “decreased need for sleep” and “inversion of sleep/wakefulness pattern” both in 4.6%. Sleep problems were more frequent prior to (hyper)manic onset than to depressive onset, independently of BD subtype.

The quality assessment of the studies included in this systematic review outlines a wide heterogeneity in studies design, populations and outcomes (See Suppl. Table 1). Among the cohort studies, 2 groups showed true representativeness. All cohort studies showed adequate case definition- groups of interest appropriate evaluation of outcomes and good follow-up. The quality evaluation of case-control studies returned lower quality in representativeness, sample size and comparability, and – by definition- lower quality in outcome recollection, limited by self-report.

4. Discussion

This systematic review aimed at understanding the clinical relationship between sleep problems and the onset of BD, updating the work by Ritter and cols. (2011).

In the last years several new studies focused specifically on this topic, 4 reporting results on prospective follow-ups [32–35], whilst 11 presenting retrospective design. The onset of sleep problems in people who subsequently developed BD may long anticipate a full-blown BD, occurring during adolescence or pre-adolescence [1,20,31]. These alterations may be pointed out with subjective and objective (i.e. actigraphic) measures also in populations at high-risk for BD, but never diagnosed [47]. Sleep and chronotype alteration patterns are similar to those found in full-blown BD patients when compared to healthy controls [48], so that their accuracy in predicting a conversion to full-blown BD has to be ascertained.

Globally, sleep problems seem more frequent in the offspring of patients with BD (high-risk offspring) compared to children of healthy controls [49], with a surprising 30-fold increased risk to develop sleep disorders compared to not-at-risk offspring [31]. Despite the clear association, no threshold on sleep alterations patterns has been outlined. Also, high-risk offspring present weak and more unstable rest-activity cycles, as indicated with actigraphy by lower relative amplitude and higher variability in sleep efficiency in comparison with controls [9]. Unfortunately, clinical applicability of these findings is doubtful.

When taking into consideration the lapse between sleep disturbances and BD onset, prospective studies almost invariably agree on the development of generic sleep problems more than 1 year before BD (13–6 years [50,32,33,35]). Interestingly, the retrospective studies reviewed present a longer latency, more than 1 year before BD onset (adolescence or pre-adolescence) [37,38,42,44] compared to few months in young adulthood onset [41,43,46]. An overestimation of sleep problems is possible. Also,
generalizability from child-adolescent BD to adult BD populations may be hampered by the lack of consensus over the very consistency of BD diagnosis in childhood/adolescence [51,52].

4.1. Sleep prodromes and polarity of onset

4.1.1. Decreased need for sleep

A common finding throughout the present review is that decreased sleep may be present time before BD onset in a variable percentage of patients ranging from 24% to 44% in retrospective studies [36,39,40], and up to 50% in a prospective study [30]. This seems an aspecific finding, as, for instance, a generic decrease in sleep also is reported for individuals at risk for psychosis with no significant differences compared to individuals at risk for BD [7]. Undoubtedly, a close monitoring of individuals at risk for developing both conditions is due anyway, and the treatment of common psychopathological prodromes could be tried as suggested by recent transdiagnostic staging models [4]. Predictably, manic and hypomanic BD onset episodes are mostly associated with a decreased need for sleep, appearing in 25.6% up to 71.4% of pre-manic patients [43,46] and it may precede BD manic onset by about 1–8 months. According to the results of this review, prolonged decreased need for sleep represents a good prodrome to a manic onset.

4.1.2. Insomnia

Insomnia seems an important prodrome of BD in 2 prospective studies, with an HR of 14.69 in one study [34], and with an OR of 1.51 (for initial insomnia) and 1.38 (for late insomnia) in the other [35]. Also retrospective studies seem consistent with its predictive value. Insomnia seems the most frequent symptom prior to depressive onset (14.0%–66.7%), and appearing 7.3 to 3.9 months before the episode [35,43,46]. Insomnia also precede manic onset (48.8%–54.8%) from 1.9 months up to 1.5 years. Although insomnia is very unspecific, also common prior to unipolar depression [20,53,54]. Despite its aspecific nature, insomnia allows identification of individuals at high risk for serious mental conditions such as BD, depression or schizophrenia.

4.1.3. Hypersomnia

Although less frequent, hypersomnia seems more specific of a depressive BD onset. It precedes the onset of the disease of 6–7 months [43,46], its frequency ranging from 14% up to 33.3%, compared with pre-manic patients (about 7%). Hypersomnia was associated with the onset of a bipolar depression episode [55] and may also differentiate bipolar depression (in BD type II patients) from unipolar depression, with a positive predictive value of around 70% [56]. Interestingly, hypersomnia is also a clinical symptom present in the “atypical features” diagnostic specifier. This underlines its possible direct and indirect relation with a bipolar diathesis in major depression that is being investigated [57]. Despite a careful and critical assessment of hypersomnia is due [58], our results suggest that hypersomnia is a potential prodrome of bipolar depressive onset.

4.1.4. Circadian rhythm alterations

In this review scant data concerning alterations in circadian rhythms were returned. A lower likelihood of conversion for the “extreme evening type” pattern of circadian rhythm (i.e. defined as an evenessness circadian preference <10th percentile of the entire sample) in youth at genetic risk for BD was reported in one study [59]. This contrasts with previous evidence, as BD in adolescent and adult BD patients is significantly associated with significantly higher prevalence of “evening types” than healthy controls [10,60,61]. However, it circadian preference tends to differ between childhood and adolescence and a substantial shift to an evening circadian preference is observed at around 12–13 years of age [62,63]. Considering that the mean age in the study by Levenson and cols. was 11 ± 3.6 years, it is possible that a switch to an evening chronotype was missed. Also, the association of evening chronotype and BD could be independent or partially mediated by chronic sleep deprivation due to social needs (e.g. early awakening) triggering a mood episode [64]. One included study reports a generic “inversion of the sleep/wakefulness pattern”. This is not frequent in either pre-depressive and pre-manic patients, but when present it might anticipate full illness-onset more than one year. [46]. Newest results from the BIPS cohort [32] show that weekend-to-weekday sleep variability were not substantially associated with elevated risk of developing BD among at-risk youth.

To a varying degree, results in this systematic review point to somewhat aspecific sleep and biological rhythm disturbances. Despite this, their appearance in at-risk populations and their high prevalence anticipating acute episodes [65,66], calls for specific and timely interventions. This is especially true when considering that sleep alterations are potentially amenable to pharmacological and psychological treatment [67]. To avoid overmedication of these individuals, psychological and psychoeducational interventions should be especially considered to achieve improved illness outcomes [68–70].

5. Limitations

The present systematic review was conducted considering only studies in English language. Although this potentially limits the generalizability of results in terms of geographic and ethnic differences, most international peer-review journals publish studies written in English language.

We also chose to include data on diagnosed BD patients. This is likely to have cut out most of the evidence on sleep biomarkers and translational research performed on high-risk individuals. On the other hand, the excluded evidence could point to populations at risk and be not associated with a full-blown BD condition, and this could be especially true for child/adolescent BD populations due to diagnostic consistency in such populations.

Also, studies focused on specific subpopulations such as BD type II or rapid cycling BD are lacking.

The predictive value of sleep disturbances seems somewhat hampered by the scarcity of prospective studies on the topic and the heterogeneity of assessment measures used. Retrospective studies present data with possible recollection bias.

6. Conclusions

Sleep prodromes seem good potential indicators for the early detection in those at highest risk of developing bipolar disorder. Their increased prevalence may be detected more than 1 year prior to the onset of the first affective episode. Despite sleep prodromes overall lack specificity for BD, especially in a pure clinical setting, hypersomnia might have a possible role in discriminating bipolar versus unipolar depression, and reduced need for sleep be a useful indicator for a manic onset. Early recognition and early specific intervention on sleep disturbance allow for a more effective management, but might also allow postpone illness onestuding crucial periods of life such as adolescence and young adulthood.

Sleep and chronotype research still need more objective quantitative and qualitative approaches such as actigraphy and polysomnography evaluations or neuroendocrine assessment.
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